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Social Responsibility Unit 
https://www.ut.edu.sa/ar/administration/vrgssr/Social-Responsibility/Pages/default.aspx 

Based on the university’s third strategic goal, which stipulates “strengthening partnership and social 

responsibility” and in furtherance of the main axes of the Kingdom’s Vision 2030, “an ambitious 

nation, a vibrant society, and a prosperous economy,” the social responsibility unit was established at 

the university, in accordance with the decision of the university council, and it reports directly to the 

university vice president for postgraduate studies. And scientific research.  

 

Social responsibility at the University of Tabuk is defined as the University of Tabuk’s commitment to 

sustainable practices for a set of principles and values that serve society and contribute to achieving 

the dimensions of sustainable development under the umbrella of social responsibility - in a legislative 

and institutional manner - and setting the general framework for activating it through university 

outlets in effective partnership with other sectors to contribute to the development of society. Solve 

its problems and meet its needs according to approved performance indicators. 

 

Vision 
Promoting social responsibility to serve society and achieve sustainable community development. 

the message 
Building a vibrant community committed to social responsibility at the university through innovative 

programs and distinguished partnerships, to improve the quality of life in the Tabuk region. 

Objectives 
1. Institutionalizing social responsibility at the University of Tabuk. 

2. Supporting community innovation to meet the needs of the local community and the university’s 

directives in sustainable development.  

3. Increasing the contribution of university employees to social responsibility. 

4. Building strategic partnerships in the field of social responsibility.  

5. Enhancing institutional reputation and maximizing societal impact. 

Unit manager 
Social responsibility is an individual duty before it is an institutional duty. Each one of us must be aware 

of his precise and true role in the cycle of this society and nation, the nation that it shades and bestows 

with its bounties. It looks at it with the eye of what the individual must do before he looks with the 

eye of entitlement. Societies and civilizations will not be built except when each of us is aware of this 

responsibility that lies upon him. 

The vision of our beloved Kingdom (Vision 2030) came to embody for us many meanings that had 

escaped our minds. It came to restore the balance of our lives in looking at things. It came to make us 

feel our hoped-for role towards our societal responsibility, individually and as a society, so many 

programs were launched from it that flow into this flowing river. Which remains and lasts even if 

generations change and change, including, for example, the qualitative shift in codifying many of the 

regulations and systems that regulate the affairs of individuals within society, and those successive 
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shifts when our Kingdom launched a program concerned with and concerned with the quality of life 

of the Saudi citizen. 

The role of activating social responsibility in the regions came to show the real role, and what 

educational and service governmental institutions must do regarding their responsibilities to society 

and individuals, so that it will be a good start, and a good building block to be followed by many 

projects and recommendations that achieve the goals of social responsibility, and we have reached 

tangible and real results on the ground. 

This effort would not have been possible without people standing up to support it. I particularly 

mention His Excellency the President of the University of Tabuk, His Excellency Professor: Abdullah 

bin Mufarreh Al-Dhiyebi, who directed the establishment of the unit to be the university’s gateway to 

society. 

Organizational Chart 

 

 

The University of Tabuk participates in the International Education 

Conference and Exhibition 2022 
https://www.spa.gov.sa/2352295 

The University of Tabuk participates in the International Education Conference and Exhibition 2022, 

which is organized by the Ministry of Education, at the Riyadh International Convention and Exhibition 

Center, with the participation of 253 entities from 21 countries around the world.  

His Excellency the President of the University, Dr. Abdullah bin Mufarreh Al-Dhiyebi, explained that 

the International Education Conference and Exhibition is a distinguished global event and 

demonstration that attracts the world’s finest universities and relevant international educational 

institutions, in addition to a number of regional and Saudi universities.  

He pointed out that the conference in its eighth session, which is titled “Education in the Face of Crises: 

Opportunities and Challenges,” refers to what the world went through with the Corona crisis, which 

affected education as well as its impact on other aspects of life, as education faced great challenges 

that required appropriate solutions. The Ministry of Education, under the guidance of our wise 

government, was able to develop solutions to this crisis that enabled it to continue education in 

multiple ways appropriate to all stages.  
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He said: This conference comes as an extension of the Ministry of Education’s continuous efforts to 

achieve the goals of the Kingdom’s Vision 2030 in building humanity, contributing to the development 

of society and strengthening partnerships with its individuals and institutions, in addition to building 

partnerships and extending bridges of communication with the largest educational institutions around 

the world, with the support of the wise leadership - May God protect her. It also represents a real 

opportunity for education pioneers and those seeking scholarships to learn about what international 

universities offer to students.  

Dr. Al-Dhiyebi stated that the university will participate in the conference through its introductory 

pavilion, in addition to two workshops, the first entitled “The University Student in the Age of Vision” 

presented by the University Vice Presidency for Academic Affairs, and the second entitled “The 

Research and Innovation System - From Excellence to Leadership.” The university will also sign 

cooperation agreements. With a number of parties and in multiple fields.  

 

World Civil Defense Day 2022 
https://twitter.com/U_Tabuk/status/1499040843159818247?s=20 

 

#Tabuk_University participated in the activities of the World Civil Defense Day 2022 under the slogan 

#Human_Safety_Building_and_Development, through a booth that included guidance and 

instructions on the use of safety measures and fire prevention. 

 

Misk tour – Tabuk 
https://hub.misk.org.sa/ar/events/roadshow/misk-tour-tabuk/ 

https://twitter.com/U_Tabuk/status/1605161001195896834?s=20 

The "#Masak_Tour" event reaches the region of #Tabuk in its fourth station, to meet with the youth 

community in the area, through interactive and enriching spaces. #Masak_In_Your_City coming 

soon... 
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Musk round; It is one of the activities of the Mohammed bin Salman “Misk” Foundation, through which 

we seek to integrate and reach ambitious Saudi youth, and provide the Misk Foundation’s paths and 

programs for creative energies with the aim of stimulating and enabling them to make an impact in 

various regions of the Kingdom. 

Event agenda: 
The event is divided into three main sections: 

Misk Paths Exhibition 
A special exhibition on Misk’s main tracks (Entrepreneurship - Skills - Leaders - Society), where the 

organization’s four areas of focus are introduced, and the opportunities available for youth and 

creative energies to take their first steps towards the final achievement. 

Photo Gallery 
An exhibition that reflects Misk’s achievements over the 10 years since its founding, where pictures 

and stories that reflect the Misk Foundation’s journey over 10 years will be displayed. 

Round theatre 
The theater includes dialogue sessions with a group of distinguished speakers, where topics related to 

Misk’s main tracks (leadership - skills - leaders - society) will be discussed. The event also includes 

holding enriching workshops for the youth community. 
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Your_Sight_is_Pink 
https://twitter.com/event_ut/status/1587483446263308291?s=20 

   

The university college in #Umluj continues its awareness campaign for breast cancer under the slogan 

#Your_Sight_is_Pink. The Nursing Department of the college visited the Second High School aiming to 

raise awareness and encourage women for early diagnosis to prevent breast cancer. Dr. Najwa 

Mohammed delivered an educational lecture, as part of this visit within the framework of community 

partnership. 

International_Day_of_Older_Persons 
https://twitter.com/event_ut/status/1579019305391624193?s=20 

 

The Department of Internal Medicine at the College of Medicine, #Tabuk_University, in collaboration 

with the Social Development Center at the branch of the Ministry of Human Resources and Social 

Development, organized an event on the occasion of #International_Day_of_Older_Persons. The 

event included raising awareness in the community about the importance of healthy aging. 
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Sustainable_Partnerships_Conference 
https://twitter.com/U_Tabuk/status/1595742448948477953?s=20 

 

The pavilion of #Tabuk_University welcomes visitors on the second day of the 

#Sustainable_Partnerships_Conference in Riyadh, showcasing the most prominent achievements in 

research and innovation fields at the university. 

Environment Week activities 
https://twitter.com/KSRNReserve/status/1505296194632880128?s=20 
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In partnership with University of Tabuk @U_Tabuk, the Environment Week activities kick off on 

Sunday, March 20th, at King Salman bin Abdulaziz Royal Reserve with a walking marathon and an 

environmental cleanup campaign, along with various events to introduce the natural treasures of the 

reserve. Join us nearby! 

 

International Exhibition and Forum for Afforestation Technologies 
https://twitter.com/U_Tabuk/status/1531205126249238528?s=20 

 

A glimpse of Tabuk University's participation in the International Exhibition and Forum for 

Afforestation Technologies organized by the National Center for Vegetation Development and 

Desertification Control in collaboration with the Ministry of Environment, Water, and Agriculture. 

International Education Exhibition 18 
https://twitter.com/U_Tabuk/status/1583155365570805760?s=20 
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The activities of the second day of Tabuk University's participation within the Ministry of Education's 

pavilion at the International Education Exhibition 18 in the United Arab Emirates. 

Red Sea Bloom 
https://twitter.com/dsa_ut/status/1467562241935429639 

 

In conjunction with the Saudi and International Volunteer Day, Phase 2 of the "Red Sea Bloom" 

initiative 🌳 kicked off today, in collaboration between the Student Affairs Deanship, the University 

College in Umluj at Tabuk University, the Red Sea Development Company, and the National Center for 

Vegetation Development, aiming to plant two thousand tree seedlings. 

 

Thank You, Environmental Friend 
https://twitter.com/event_ut/status/1457416298141454346 

   

The Mathematics Department at the University College in Haql, in collaboration with the municipality 

of the province, implemented the "Thank You, Environmental Friend" initiative aimed at promoting 

environmental awareness and instilling a sense of personal responsibility in maintaining cleanliness in 

public places and parks. This initiative includes honoring (50) sanitation workers in appreciation of 

their efforts. 
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DUPHAT: Experience of Undergrad Pharmacy Students to an 

international conference 
https://www.ut.edu.sa/ar/Faculties/Medicine/med-newsletter/Documents/VOL-

7/MET%20Vol%207%20Iss%209.pdf#search=climate%20action 

 

 

Attending the DUPHAT Conference, the premier pharmaceuticals conference in the Middle East, is an 

experience that should not be missed by any aspiring pharmacy student. As one of the most 

prestigious and interactive conferences in the world, DUPHAT offers unparalleled opportunities to 

learn, network, and make important connections. Every year, pharmacy students from around the 

world flock to the conference in hopes of gaining insight on the ever-evolving medical landscape. 

DUPHAT offers an exceptional opportunity for pharmacy students to participate in a scientific poster 

presentations. It begins by submitting an abstract of the topic to be presented, these abstracts are 

evaluated and then those who are accepted will receive an acceptance email with the details to 

complete the registration by paying the fees and the roles for the poster to be presented. The 

conference is held for 3 days in a row, for last year’s DUPHAT it was held in Dubai from 10-12 of 

January. And each student will be evaluated for his/her poster at any day of these 3 days. At the end 

of day 3, the evaluators will decide the winners, 5 places in each category. 

Educational conferences like DUPHAT are a great opportunity to know the traditions of other countries 

around the globe. Visiting Dubai was one of the most interesting experiences that we’ve ever done, 

the architecture there is eye-catching. Besides the architecture, the people there were so nice and 

generous. It is not only Dubai that we discovered. As we mentioned earlier there were students from 

all over the world, they gave us a glance at their countries and traditions. Exposure to different 

scholars from around the world offers the chance to learn from a diverse worldwide group of 

specialists. This helps us comprehend various cultures and methods of learning better. For instance, 

we personally attend a presentation given by a professor from Florida's Nova Southeastern University 

about how to publish our research. A student's perspective will widen as a result of interacting with 

other students from different countries. They will learn to respect and comprehend various cultures 

through this. We come across a group of students from South Korea who've been participating in 
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DUPHAT, this was helpful and contributes to our growing appreciation of the cultural variety and 

comprehension of different worldviews. 

 

 


